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ABSTRACT 
The total cross section for direct pair production by elec-
trons in the field of a heavy nucleus is calculated, u sing the Born 
a pproximation for the nuclear Coulomb field. The calculation im-
p roves on previous calculations of direct pair p roduction in four 
respects: (1) all of the first-order Feynman dia grams for the 
process are included, (Z) the exchange effect is included, (3) the 
effect of screening is treated more accurately using the Thomas · 
F erm i screening function , (4) the integ ration of the d ifferential 
cross section is done with increased accuracy. The s e improve -
m ents in the calculat ion result in a theoretical accuracy of 10-15% 
for low Z elements. and of the order of 25% for h igh Z elements , 
fo r which the neglected Coulomb corrections are more important. 
The pres ent res ults are compared with p revious theories 
and with experiments. It is found that there is reasonable a g ree-
m ent with experim ent for energies up to about 1 Bev , but that for 
h igher energies th e experimental situation is t oo uncertain to 
allow a definite conclusion. 
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I. I NTRODUCTION 
Direct pair production is the creation of an electron-positron 
pair by a charged particle as it passes t hrough the electric field of a 
nucleus . ?ihen the incident particle is a n electron, this process ia also 
called the trident process. The purpose of this thesis is to c alculate , 
using the r.."lethods of quantum electrodynamics, the total cross section 
for d irect pair production by high energy electrons, taking into account 
effects which have been neglected in previous theoretical dis cus s ion s 
of this proces s . 
The original t heoretical work on direct pair production was 
cc::.rried out by a number of authors: notably Niahina, Tomonaga, and 
Ko bayasi (1) , wro used the '·'! eizsacker- Williams m f;thod in which the 
i n cident charged particle is replaced by an equi valent photon spectrum , 
which is then combined with the known cross sectior• for ordinary r-~aKi r 
p roduction; Racah (2), who used the positron hole th6ory; and B habha f ~ K 
who con sidered both the 'deizsack er- 'Nilliarns method and the positron 
hole theory. 
E ach of these calculations resulted in a series expansion for t he 
total cross section in decreasing powers of ln(E1/ m) , where E 1 i s the 
p rimary ene r gy and m is t he electron mass. The leading term, at high 
energies, of this e xpansion was the same i n all the calculations, and was, 
2 2 . 2 2 2 2 3 /: for the unscreened case, u = z (e /1ic) (e /me ) (28 /271T)ln ( E 1 m) . 
A lthough these various calculations obtained the same leading 
term, they disag reed as to the remaining terms, and this resulted in 
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larae m11nerical disagreement s. In particular, over a wide r ange o f 
energ ies the results of Bhabha and Racah differed by over a facto r o f 
three . This d isagreement was partially resolved by Block, K ing and 
.vada (4) , who s howed that it was d ue to the neglect by Bhabha of certain 
terms of lower order in ln(E 1I rn} duri ng the i n tegration of the differ-
e n tial cross section. (Specifically, t he neglec ted terms we re of order 
1 2 ( :;;' I ' d 1 <-·. I > ~rKK '-'I rn; an n !!..l m compared to the leading ter:.n o f order 
l 3 < ,-. I , > 
_n , .. 1 m, . Block et al. modified the Bhabb.a. cro ss section to include 
th~se te r ms , and o btained a result which was i n much better agreement 
w ith t~1at of Racah. H o ·.;,ever, the various theori es still disagreed by 
factors ranging from about 25 o/.·, at 100 Bev to about so·% at 100 }I~:evK 
;t...'i.ore recently, the pro blem has been d i s c :.1ssed by Murata , Ueda, 
and Tanaka (5) , using the methods oi covari ant perturbation theory. These 
authors we r e primarily interested n ot in improving the accuracy o f the 
calculation, but rather in understanding, i n terms of F eynman diagr ams , 
the approximations made by the previous authors. The m ost significant 
rcault obtained by Muro~aK !!_ ~· was that all of the previous authors 
had m a de approximations which we re equivalent t o neglecting a certai n 
g roup of Feynman diagrams . M urata, !:! !!!_· estimated that the leading 
c ontri b ution from thc13e omitted d iagr ams was of the same order as the 
t<;:,rms omitted by Brobha but i n cluded by Ra.cah and Blo~k ~ !!!· As a 
by- p roduct of their work . rv.i:urota et a l . r edc r ived the Bhabha fo r mula 
fo1· the cross section. 
The m ajor d efects in thes e previous theoretical calculationo of 
t h e d i rect pair pro d uction cross section may be s ummariz e d as follows : 
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(1 ) In the integration of the differential cross section numerous 
approximations have been made. These approximations, 
besides reducing the accuracy of the final result, have resulted 
in the introduction of various arbitrary parameters, of ord er 
of magnitude on e, into the final expression for the total cross 
section. The uncertainty of the values of these para:neters 
results in an w1certainty in the total cross section of order 
ln2 {E1/m), compa red to the lu::1ding term of order ln
3 (E 1/ m }. 
(2) For the case of an electron as the incident particle, all of the 
previous calculations neglect the exchang e effect. In t~rms 
of Feynm a n diag rams, this is e q uivalen t to neglecting dia-
grams a', b ', c', and d' shown in Figure 1. 
(3) All of t he p revious calculations also :K~eglect diagrams c and 
d of Fig ure 1. M urota !!_ !!!_. (5} estim ate that this produces 
an error i n the t otal cross section of orde r ln2 (E1/m). How -
ever, v.te '\vill show later that because o£ cancellations t hat 
occur b e tween various terms, the actual error is of order 
ln (E 1/m). 
(4) The screening of the Coulomb fie ld of the nucleus by the! 
atomic ele ctrons has been treat e d only w1de r the approxima-
tion of "com ?le te screening" (3), which is only valid for 
E I z , 1/3 . 1 me >> 137 / Z where z 1s th e n uciear cha1·ge. 
:tI·~urota ~ .!!_. (5) concluded on the basis of d e fects (1) a nd (3), that for 
direct pair production by electrons the existing theoretical calculation s 
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FIG. I FEYNMAN DIAGRAMS FOR DIRECT PAIR PRODUCTION 
BY AN ELECTRON.{ NOTATION EXPLAINED IN SECTION li} 
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T he purpose of the present wo rk is to rec<:.lcula.te the total c r oss 
section for direct pair production by electrons , elim inating the defects 
of the pr€;vious calcul ations. Specifically, we ·Ni.ll i n cJ. ude the effects o:J:' 
t h e exch ange diagra~••s and of cliagrar.r1s c a n d d , we will improve the 
t reatrKK ; ~;n·/; of screcnir1g by using an analytic2.l rep 1·ceentation of the l"e rini-
T ho:ma s form facto r, and we will Lr.prove the accu:racy with 'lnlhich the 
d ifferential cross section i s integrated by resorting to numerical i n tGg ra -
tio:'l o n a h i g h - speed electronic computor. 
In this calculation 'l.ve will, as is custon1ary, :n~glect the nuc lea r 
• r e coil energy , and we ·uill t reat the nucleus as thG p oint source of a 
Coulo:;:nb field . ·, -..; e w i ll neg lect Coulo:mb corrections , and will trea·~ t he 
Coulo~nb field in first Born approximation .. ** /.'e will also neglect rudi-
ative cor!'ections. Finally, we wi ll specialize \:o the case where all 
particle e n e r g i es are e xt remely relativistic, and will negle ct tern"s of 
· < I_, 2 h or..:1er m .::.;1 , w_ ere E i s the eaergy oi any particle. 
In S e ction II w e will pres e nt an outline of th~ calculation, a nd i n 
:3ection III we will d iscuss our treatment of scree ning . Certain tern., s 
t hat cancel in t he calcl...llation of the total c xoas s ection a r e discussed i n 
Section IV , and the app !'oxirtlati ons made in eval uatkg the traces Ck~ 
d iscussed i n Gection V . The znagui tude of the various exchang e t e rn1.s is 
discussed in Section V I, and in S ection V II the reslllts obtai ned for the 
* A s our results will show, the dominant con tribution to t h e total cro s s 
secticm comes frorn the r egion where t he n uclea r r e coil :r:no m c:mtu::n is 
of t h e order o f 10 -l 1:/Iev/c or less. T h is corresponds to recoil e nergies 
of t he order o f 1 ev or les s . 
** In Secti o!' VIII <:te briefly discuss C o ulomb corrections, and estin1at e 
that the y ·.;-Ifill be of the o rder of 10% fo r 'he heavy elements. 
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cross section afte r intet;;rat ing over the mo1~nenta of the created pair are 
;:n-esented. In Section VIII the final res ults of the calculation are p:re -
sented and their signific ance is discussed. Various de tails of the calcu-
lation are presen ted ir. the ap[,)enclices . 
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II. lgqifk~ O F C.A.LC ULP. Th)N 
Treating t he Coulomb field in first Born approxim ation, t he l owest 
order Feyn:r:1an diagrama f or the direct pair p roductio? process w i t h a.n 
elec t ron as the i n cident particle are shown in F i gur e 1. In t hese d iagram s 
w e denote t he incident electron 4 - lno·m entum as pl' the outgoing positron 
4 -momentunl as p +' and the outgoing electron 4 - momenta as p 2 and p _. 
D iagrams a ', b', c', a n d d' are t he result of t he exchange effect. 
The m atrix element corresponding to t hese d iag rams will be of 
* the for:m 
• a (q) f 111 '11 + fr( 1 + IJ1 fl + 111 11 11 < a b c d 
'it 
1
'11 1'1 IV 1 '11 
- (/1/a +/h b + " 1 c (2-1) 
(2-2a) 
2 2 2 (pl - p2) [ (p+·q) + m 1 
( 2-2b) 
* ···· . . ' - - - 2 2 2 2 2 
·•--' e use a m etr1c wttn p • q = p • q - p q , so tnft p 1 = p = p~_ = p = - m . We a r e using Wlits such that fl = c :?1°and e /41r -= 1/!37. ' O ur Dirac 
matrices are such t hat the D i rac equation for electrons is , in m omen twr.. 
9ace, (i-y• p +m)u(p) = 0 , a nd our plane -wave e p inor normalization i s 
u (p)u(p) = 1. V is t he n ormalization volume, and q is the 4 -momentum 
c ont ributed by t he Coulomb field . (Note that the r e coil of the n ucleus is 
- q . } 
- \)' -
ii(p _>yl-'-v(p +)u(p2 h 
11[ i"t'· (p2 -c1} - m ] '\' 0 u(p1) 
(p++pJ[ (p 2 - q) +m ] 
( 2 - 2c } 
( 2 - 2d) 
and t he exc h c:.nge n-..atrix e lements /h 'T) • etc . a re o b t a ir..ed from these by 
a 
the interchange p 2 - p _. 
The q uantity a"l(q) is g i ven i n terms of the external field ATl(x) 
by 
a ( q) = 
TJ 
f'or a s c reened Coulo~b field, we will have 
Ze 
A""(x } = 3'"0 ---
., ., 411' 1-; I ( 2 - 4) 
wher e G( 1-; I) i s the a tomic screening fu11c\::ion and Z i s t h e n uclear 
c harge. Thi s gives 
a ( q ) = c ( q ' o 2 e 
'f) o ' -r;o ( 2 rr) 3 
( 2 - 5) 
_, 
w h ere the atomic form fac tor F ( q ~F i s given by ! 
1 (2- 6) = % 
\v e will diDcuss our choic e f o r G ( 1-; I> in Section lll. 




where we denote 
/}'J '•i "" /J1 '1 + /J1 TJ + 111 '1 + 111 ~I 
a b c d 
'f.. I Ti /ltl I ·n /ltl I n /ltl 1·..., /ltl ... ., 
I i I = /II 'I + /1/ . , + /II ' I + Ill ., 
a b c cl 
The differential cros s section is now 
(2-7} 
(2-8} 
whe re the summation sign involves an average over in itial spins and a 
awn over fina l spins, f3t is the velocity of the initia l electron,· and the 
d en sity of final states ia 
3 3 3 3 
V d Pz d p+d p _ 
pf = 9 (2 \ Tr,. 
T o facilitate later stages of the calculation, it will be convenient to re-
introd uce the d4q integration, so that w e have 
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We now insert the expressions for N and Pr and integr ate over 
all final states. D~se muot multiply by a fa c t or of 1/2 for the average over 
i nitial spins . Since we will integrate d 3 p 2 d
3p _ over the er1tire available 
phase spac e , we m ust r.aultiply by another factor of 1/ 2 to correct for 
the double counting of identical f inal s tates . Doi'ng this w e obtain for t he 
* total cross section 
2 ? 2 6 d3 3 d3p Z - oK~r m p2 (' 0 
-\ d 3q \ ~ d P;-) <r= 2 4~ !3, lr2 ""1r . ,; \ dq 1T .t..l ! ~ v .) + ' .j 0 
r F (-2) 




o (p1+q- p?- p+-p }o (q )6_ 6.,. • ·~ • 0 'IO n.O 
-~ > ( IJ'(fl •;}J X, • lh "1 * lh I X,) 
• .• ...J 
spins 
( 2 - 13) 
where a = e 2/ 4Tr = 1/ 137. 04, and r = e 2 / 4Trm = 2. 818 x w· 13cm. ,., e 
0 
note that t h e term /J1 'l'l* /{J ~ i n equatio n 2·13 is the non-exchang e con -
tribution , and the t erm /J1 ',i * /J1 ' X. is the exchange contribution . 
At this p oini; we are left with the task of eval uaUng the s p i n s um. -
mation in equation 2 -13 ;, and then c a rrying o u t the int~gration over the 
diffe rential c r oas section . The i ntegratio n is the m o st diffic ult part o f 
the calcula tion , since it involves seven non-t r ivial i n teg ration s• The 
procedure ·we follow is t o carry out two of the integraK~ions a nalytically; 
using a covariant metho d of integratio n , a nd t hen d o the remainin g f ive 
integrations nun"lerica.lly. In the r emainder o f thi a section we o utline 
* !f1'- *11t ' X. In this e xpressio n we have used the fact that 11 ll1 
/J1 11 "" lli, X. the same a m o unt to the total cross section as 1 111 , 
l y; . ... . f : . 1\, • •• /)If "* /111 tx_ " . , 111 wlll contru.,utc the same a:.-:noun t a s 1 ' 111 • 
will contri bute 
and that 
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the steps in this procedure, the details of which are presented in the 
following sections. 
and 
• T o simplify the discussion, we introduce the notation 
Ilj>-. 6 
-~· -~ lh 11 * lrJ ~ = m /...) i J 
spins 
I ' r·l >-. 6 
~--~ .... 
r ·~ ... ,. 




The total cross section now becomes 
v= 
~ y~ 
\ dq 0 ( q } 5 0 "' I I K IK~ 





ql~ ·I~ T he traces, i. e . the I ij a nd I ij , are eval uated in Appendix A. 
In that a ppendix we also discuss the various symmetries that exist between 
I~ D D1~ the 11. and I. . • One of the results of these symmetries is that certain J lJ 
• • In these expressions the subscripts ij denote the d iagram. The factor 
6 KKI~ 1 "ll~ DyD} ~ 1 1"1~ 
m m a kes the lij , I i j , K ij , and K ij d i mensionless. 
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terrn s i n t h e t otal cross section cancel out. Thi s cancellation i s diG -
c us s ed i n Sect i on IV. 
In evaluati n g the traces we n'lake certain approximations which 
involve dropping terms of order m 2 j E 2 compared to unity, where E 
i e one of the energies F . These a p p roximations are d i s -
cussed i n Section V. 
·,.; e inak e certain other appro::d r.nations w i t h r espect to t he e:Kc ha.nge 
terzns , i. e . the t 'r'l 1\. . • • .-. • I . : • These approx tmahons are discussed t n .:.ectton VI. lJ 
T he next step i n the calculation is t o evaluate the K:'.A. a nd hDKr:~ K lJ lJ 
These integ rals are evaluated a nalytically by a !'l l.ethod w hich takea a d -
. * vant a ge o f their covart&"lt form. The integrals are transforr.>1ed to a 
special L orentz systen1 in \ovhic h they become relatively easy to evaluat e , 
and t h en the resultant expres s ion s are transform e d back i nto t he labora -
tory coordinate system. Thia method of evaluating t he integrals is il-
l u strated in A p pendix B and t h e results obtained for t he various integrals 
a:i"e presented i n Appendix C . The f inal r e sults o b tained for t he h~~ lJ 
and K'JX. are pres~nted in Section VII. 
Having evaluated the c13p+ d3p_ integrals , i. e . t he h~KxK and lJ 
K':·]'A. , w e mak e use of the 6 6 r) 6(c )dq and then car"!"'tr out the r c • 
l J '110 X.o . 1o o - 3 
. . . i 11 ** rnatn tng tnteg rals n urner ca y . T o d o this, we wri t e 
*It i8 for t his r eason that the flj~ and I 'i] X. w e 1·e k ept in a covari a nt f o !""t".n. . 
** ';Vc no·~e that t he d 3p _ d 3 p _ integrals are the easiest to evaluate ana -
lyt ica lly. D ue to 'i:he structure of t h e denominators i n t h e matrix c l e m e nt 2, 
3 3 
a.Jr!y othe:.- COln b lnation , such as d p.>d p , would be r~"luch more d ifficult 
.!... - -
~o eval uate analytically. 
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- cos a2 and T h e limits on 
these in tegrals are determined f rom t he ldt1.e 1&-1a.tic s o f t he pro ces s . Thi s 
is d i s c u s s e d i n Appendi x D. 




7 2 2 2 ""' a. r • 
0 
"\' i > K'!.o \ w lJ 
i j 
12 
J 4Y(q) (2 - W) 
(2-19) 
(/1/e leave the integ r a l over q Wltil last, beca \lse thi s i s the only i n teg ral 
tlmt in v olves the s c reening form fa ctor, a n d t here fore the only one that 
i s a function of Z . By leaving t he q bteg r al until last , we c an obtai n 
t~Dle s cre e n e d c r o s s section fo r d ifferent values of Z "vi.t h o ut r epeatin g 
all of the pre vious inte graKtiM1~s K 
In Kl~ppendix E w e d i scuss c e r t a i n details of the n umer i cal rneth ods 
us ed, a nd we g ive an e s t imate oi the n umer ical errors involved. The re -
sults obt a in ed for o-(q } are tab ulat e d i n Appendi x F :for vario u s v a lues 
.r. .,.,.. d * o:.: .. :..1 a n q . In tha i Appendix w e also tai:mlat e.. v a r ious c om bin ations 
T h e tabulati on of cr(q ) may b e us e ful at a late r d ate for cal c ul a tin g t he 
s c r e e n e d c ross s e c tion at val ues of Z n o t in cluded he r e , o r wi t h a 
d ifferent s c r e enin ;; fun c tio n . 
-------------
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of te rms , s uch as non-exchange and exchange, that e nter i:1to cr(<i). 
The final results obtained for cr, as a function of E1 and Z, are tabu-
lated i n l\ppendix G. 
In Section VIII "ve summarize the results of the calculation, and 
compare these results •vith previous theor i es ane "vith experiment s. v'/e 
also diseuse the overall accuracy of the present c a lculation . 
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III. TREA T l-1lEN T OF SCREENING 
F'or an accurate calculation of the direct pair production ero s::~ 
section, on e must i nclucie the screm'li ng effect of the atomic GlectronG 
on the nuclear Coulor ... '"lb :field. To gain a qualitative idee:. of the impor-
tance o£ s c ::-eenh1g, we note ti:mt, as shown in .P:..ppendix D , the min.irr. u:;.'l: 
nuclear recoil 1no ;·;nentun1 is 2 q . :: <.im / E l. 
:nu::. 
'l'his c orresponds to a 
the aton"lic electron cloud i3, using the Thoma.s-l" l'n·•'>"!i ;:nodel , of the 
., . d ., / "L,l / 3 orai\:Jr o r = ... r.c.ie :£.. • \'"/e wo•lld now expect t hat SC1' 0ening will. have 
a significani: effec t for > -r - d . 
max 
'This corr esp onds to energies such 
.. .., > 1/3 u~Kat .:::.1 - 13 7m/Z ' • This qualitative argument showe that s c:rzen ing 
s houh! have an i r.nportant eitcct for the energi eo , 100 }/l ev to 10 B ev, that 
w e a re p rh-narily in terested in. 
T o i ::1c lucle t h•:.: e ffect of screening in a n accurate manner, one 
:o:n us'i: :!'eplacc the o l·dKim:~olDv Coulornb Held by a !:lcreened Coulomb fie ld, 
c . f . c c uati on 2-4 , -,;:;he:re the at:o:mic scrGening iu...Ylction is 
dEr~ 4w r-r 2 ·- 1 - :z- \ p (:r'}r ' d:r ' 
_) ~j 
(3-0 
·;; rh.3 re p(r ' } is the electron density dist ribution. ;f'/ e a re now faced ·with 
th~ p roblem of choosin&, a m odel for the electron d ensity d istribution of 
The ::nost accurate atomi c models available are the Hartree-
E'ock m od'71• which incla des correlation and exchange effects, and the 
Hartree :rr.od el, which i ncludes correlation effects , but no exchange 
effects . Fo:r the ptu•p oses o£ this calc ulation , b o·I.YJeve :r, both of these 
-16-
znod cls suffer from t w o d isadvantat;es: results fo r the ator:::~ic sc!"eening 
function are available only for a few values of Z, and these results are 
available only in tabular form , which n·K~ake therr" avvi-':ward t o use in a 
numerica l calculation on a computer . Because of these disadvantages , 
we will use instead in thi s calculation the Thomaa- F er1.·.ni atomic :moclel. 
This n"lod el neglects both correlation and exchang e effects , but give s a 
reason ably accurate representation of the atomic elect:ron cloud, omitting , 
however , the details o f the shell str ucture . F o r our p resent pur posee , 
the Thon-:<as•F ern-:.i m.odel :bas the advantage that the ato:rnic screer.ing 
i u..r'lction i s known for ail values of Z , and that aeveral h ighly accurate 
.I 
analytical representations of Tho::nas - Fcrn1i res ults are available . 
In this calcul ation w e will use the !•£oliere rep resentation o f the 










a e i 
n"l Zi/3 
and the c o efficients are 
al = 0. 1 
bl = 6 







* This is (6} 
a .... = G. 35 ;; 
b3 :: o. 3 
(3-2) 
( 3 -3) 
( 3 - 4) 
* 'N e n ote that Royental (7) has developed a v ery simila1· rep resentat ion 
of the Thom.as - Fermi screening fu.1ction. The diffe rence between the 
~v!·Kolie re and I!oyental representations w ould ?roduce a difference in our 
fin al result of the o:rder o f 0 . 1%. 







2 C(r) , we have for F(q ), 
a i 
2 b. \ 2 q+l ..l. \a I 
c f. e qua t ion 2-6, 
( 3 - 5) 
F rorn the form of equation 3 - 2 we see that the most important contribu-
tions to the cross section will com e from the region r/a- 1. By com.-
paring the Moliere representation with the exact value of the Thoma:3-
Fermi screening function as tabulated by I'\.obayashi, ~ !!.· (8) , we find 
'i:h a ·, the error in the Moliere representation is lees t han 0 . O DT~ in the 
region 0 s r/a :S 6 . 
The most important error arising iron"l our choic e of a screening 
function will be that due to the inhe r ent inaccuracy of the Thornas - Fermi 
n-:odel. To obtain n&t estimate of this error, we have used the graphical 
cl.ata of Nelms and Oppenheim (9) to compare the Thomas -Fermi form 
factor to the Iiartree form factor. For the v alue oi recoil momentum 
q = :mZ l / 3 /13 7, which is the region of maximum contrib ution to t he total 




8 0 Eeg~ 
Ratio of F o rm Factors 
Thomas -Fermi/Hartree 
0. 95 
0 . 97 
1. 05 
These results indicate that, r~lative to the Hartree form factor, t he 
Thom as-Fermi form factor introduces an error of the order of 5%. 
Since the cross section involves the square of the form factor, this will 
-lB-
introduce a ll~Dv error in the final result for t he total c ros s section. 
It should also be n oted that t he Hartree and Hartree-Fock form 
factors are exp ected to differ by a few percent (9/ . 
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IV . TERMS T HAT C ANCEL IN TOT...-'\. L CROSS SECTI ON 
In Appen d ix A certain symmetry relations a1·e ob tained connecting 
.,). • X. 
various o f the I i. and 1 K~ • Amo ng these is the relation that m.'ld er the 
J lJ 





Thic symmetry bal:J a particular significance for the cal culation of the 
total c ross section. To see this, we n ote t hat K :t.). is defined by lJ 
3 3 r. d P+ r d P _ h~KuK = , 
'J ,} Kt<~ + j E-
4 ~xK 6 (p +q- p - ? . - p )1.1. 1 2 - ·r - lJ (4 - 3) 
F rom thi3 defini tion ar:.d th;~ eyrro..n1ctry relations 4 -1 and 4 -2 it follows 
iJ:nmecliately that 
K '!'lX. 
ac = -~~ (4 - 4) 
and 
K ·tlX. 
.. ad = • K'1X. "bd (4 - S) 
Thia :result has the consequence that the non- e ;,.;change in terference te:rzo,."lS 
between d iag rams a or b and c or Cl cancel e a ch othe r out and clo not 
contribute to the fina l result for t he total cross section . 
Besides s i mplifying the calculation, thi s cancellation is of interest 
in conjunction wit h catim..ates made by rv~urotaI ~~· (5) , o f the erro 1• in-
volved i n comp letely neglecting diagrams c and d . They showed th at 
- 20 -
t he l eading t e r m in the contribution to the total cross section from the 
square of diagram s a and b w a s, a1n~Krt frorn c on stant factors, of order 
7 
ln.:;I ( E1/ n"1). They also s ho wed that the leading t e r m com ing from t he 
:K:~ quare of diagram s c and d w as of orde :r l n (£ 1/ m) . They then inferred 
irom these results that the leading contribution coming from the n on -ex -
c hange interfer ence term s b e t we e n d iagrams a or b and c or d 
s h o uld b e of the order l n 2(F 1/ m) . 
T he r esults w e o btained in equations L1 - 4 and 4 - 5 s h ow t hat, 
while these int erference t e r m s m ay rnal;:.e a contrib ution to the d ifferential 
c r o ss s ection of thia relativ e orde r of magnitude , they in fact d o n _ot con -
tribute to t h e total e r os s section. This means that, as long as one do es 
n ot consider the e x change effec t , the error inv olved i n con~pletely n e g -
lecting diag rams c and d is of order ln(E1/m), and not of ord e r 
lnO E~:1/rn } as suggested by Murota, ~ !!_. * 
* The p resent calculation will still contain correction tel'ms to t he p re-
vious calculations of order ln2( E 1/m). These will come from the i n -
creased accura cy of inte grai:ion a nd elim ination o f a r b itrary param ete rs 
in t he final result. 
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V. APPROXIMATI ON !viA DE IN EVAL u;. T ING TRA C ES 
The calcula tion of the traces can be a ppreciably s imp lified be-
c a u se of the limitation to extremely relativist ic energies . Thi s simpli-
f'ication i s p ossible because o f the fac t that at v~ry h igh e n ergi es t he 
d o m i nant con tribution t o the total cross secti on comes from small 
! 
a n gles about t he forward dire ction . Thie "sm a ll -angl e effect" i s a 
i a m iliar feature of all e lectromagnetic p rocesse s in the ult ra-relativis-
t ic e n erg y region . and for d irect pair p rod uction it w as p ointed out i n 
the ori g i nal theo r etical work (3.10). Before discuasing the approxima-
t i o n that w e m ake based on the small-angl e effect. we will d i g res s 
b riefly to g ive a q u a litative e xplanation of its occur rence. 
The con c ent ration o f the total c r o ss s ection a t ve ry small for-
ward a ngle s i s d ue to the form of the v a rious denom i nators i n t he matrix 
elen:.enta . i.e. t he Feynrnan prop agators. Thes e p rop agators have p oles 
a t a ngles slightly beyond t h e f o r w ard d irection (cos 9 > 1). and i n the 
lim it o f i nfi n ite energy these p oles app roac h the p hysical r e g ion . 
T o see e xplicitly what w e a re t alki ng abo ut. consider one of t h e 
denominator factors. for e x ampl e (p _ ..+ p ) 2• Vi e hav e 
' -
F o r ::n/ E + << 1. rn/ E _ << 1. this becom es 
l( -:-' ' "'""' , 2 2 m .t·- + ...- K~:KK _I 
(p++ P) =- ------
-;-" ~ 
• 2 E , Z (1 • COS S . L ) 





We s ee fron1 this ex p ression t ha t the pole occurs for 
cos 3 -:·- (5-3) 
We also see f rom e q ua tion 5 - 2 t hat a terrn contain ing t h i s d euom.inator 
factor will be l a r ge only i n the 1·egion 6+- $ (m 2 / E +EJ1f 2 , or what is 
the same thing, in the region 
Sim ilar cons iderations hold for the various oth er denominato r 
fact ors. Vl e see fro m this q ualitative discussion that the cros s section 
·;;trill be large on ly for s rr;.all angles in the forward d irection , as ha s been 
i_:>oint~d out previous l y (3, 5 , 10} . >ie als o see that thi s ha s the conse -
quen ce that the d om i na nt contri bution occurs in the r e gion where all o f 
~he four - vector d ot prod ucts are of the order of m 2, i. e . P( p 2 - m 2 , 
- 2 t ? + m , e c. 
H e.ving d i scussed thi 8 s:mall-angle effect, let us now consider the 
fo:r zl'"l of tl}e various terms aris ing in the evaluation o1 .the spi n summat ion , 
i . e. the ~racesK As can be seen from the expres sions in A ppendix A , a 
t ypical term i s of t he forrn 
w he:re Pa , pb' etc. are vari ous four-mor.nenta, the f-1 • v indices are to 
b e summed over, a nd the )' "11 , "{). a rise from the i nte r a c t ion w ith the 
external fi eld. ';'/hen thi s e xpression i s evaluat ed, and t he 'If , ). indices 
are set equal t o zero, corresponding to a static external field, cf. e q ua-




The terms of typ e 1 ariae from "V "1 and "V).. contracting on two of the 
four - m omentmn vectors in the trace, and the terr.-"lS of type 2 arise from 
':} ).. 
'l and "V contracting on each other. 
'N e n ow see that. because of the concen tration of the cross 
section a t small angles. terms of typ e 2 will be of orde r m 2 / E 2 com -
pared to term s o£ type 1. In the evaluation of the trace s in Appendix P: , 
we will neglect t he terms of type 2. This will appreciably simp lify the 
calculation of t he traces. 
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VI. ~Kf:Adkfqrab OF EXCHANGE qf:olv~:DP 
1\'iurota, !:! !:.!.· (5) , dis c us sed the magnitude of the exchange terrn s , 
and con cluded that they were of order (m/E 1)
2ln2(E1/m) relative to t he 
leading; non-exchange terms and therefore negligi ble for m / E 1 << l . 
However, they only considered the e:cchan;:;e terms a rising frorn d iagrams 
2. an~ b i n F i gure 1. In a c tual fact , the exchange te r m .s arising from 
diagra1ns c and d, o r from d'le in te rferend e te:rn1s betwe en diagrar.ns a 
or b and c o r d, are Zi""lilCh larger than the above estimate, and con -
t:.·ibute an appreciable amoa nt to the final result. 
In O!'der to unde1·stanu qualital:ively the d ifference i n magnitude 
of ·~hK~ various exchaa;c terms , it is useful to v iew the e x chang e effect 
a~ a :repulsion in the phase space of the t\uo final state electrons . Cme 
can say that, if in the absen c<O: oi e;:(change the two electrons tend t o con'le 
off tosether in pha3e s pace, then the exc hange effect vli.ll be larg e. H o w -
ever, if i n the absence of exchange the t wo electrons tend t o come off far 
apart i n p hase spac e , then the exchange effect will be Sl'!'lall. 
In our present problem the bulk of the t otal cross section col-neG 
fl·orn small forward angles , cf. section V. Therefore w e c an suppo se 
that ~he elect!"ons come o:If at the sam e angle , and the magnitude of the 
exchange effect will the~Dl depend on ly on their energ ies. ·:He can then aay: 
(1) If i n the absence of exchange the two electron energies tend 
to be equal, t hen the exchange effe C'i: w ill be large ; 
( 2) If i n the absence of exchange t he two electron energi es tend to 
be very different, then the exc hange effect will be small. 
·// e can now use this a ppr o a c h to w1.derstand the difference in magni tude 
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of the various exchang e terma in the present problcn-n. 
Consider first diagram b. qh~ two denominator factors of this 
diagram are 
and 
In the fo rwarci direction we find , using E1 >> rn, etc. , 
2( . .,. .,_._ . 2 
., r.n -D~1 - r:. 2 i 
<r>t· P 2r ·· = (o -1) 
and 
2( "''' ..... ' 
( \ 2 , 2 :na .t:.l- ~- 2
1 
p- p - ') "\" 't'' \ = -----1 2 " - . --- -~ ·-- .. -
.:.:.11:. ?. .;.;. -
(6 - 2/ 
d e see that the product o f t h ese two factore will be a r.li:i.'limum., a nd the 
c ontribution to the cross s e ction a rrlaximum, when ! !:: 2 - L 1 a nd 
r~ << E 2: Thus, with respect to diagram b , th•J ener gie:l of the t w o final 
:itate e lectron o tend to be very diffe rent, and the exc!~·Kange effect will be 
emall. A similar r e sult can b e obtained for diag ;c.·am a. 
Now let us con~icler diagram c. The t w o denominator f a ctors 
arc 
2 (p++ P) and 
In ths forward dire ction we find, using E1 >> m , e:tc. 
(r K ~ .. _.. ·. 2 = 
.1:.1+ ' i:' -· 
., ... ·-~" 





m [ E ( - · + r:: ) 2 +...,. (E + "'G' , 2 2 l!.. + ~ - .1::. - 2 J..:.. +1 
( 6 - 4) 
'.'/ e s e e that the product of the s e two factors wi ll be min imum, and the 
cont ributior1 to the crosa eection J;naxi n'lwn, when E+ ""' E_- :2 2 - E/ 3· 
Thus, wi.t h respect to diagram c, the two final s tate electrons t end to 
have the sam e energy. and the exchange effect 'Nill therefore be large. 
Cons ider a tion o f diagram d lead s to a. sim ilar result. 
The abo v e argLunen ts enable us to understand q ualitatively t he 
difference in m agnitud -e of the various exc hange terms . ,v·e c an under-
stand why. as point-ed out by 1y·~urotaI ~ !!.!.·. the e:::cha.nge terms ari s i ••g 
from diagr ams a and b are very s m all. Cin the oth el" hand. t h e above 
results indi cate t hat t h:e exc hange terms a ris ing from cl iagrams c o r d 
should be much larger. 
The a rguments uaed ab ove do n ot give a q ua ntitative estimate of the 
m a gnitude of the vaTious ex c hange t ern1.s. However t hey suggest that for 
t hooe cas es where the final state electr ons tend to have t he oan'l.e energy, 
t he e x change ter1ns should have r oughly the same magnitude a s the non-
exc hange terms. With respect to the terms aTis ing from diagrams c 
and d , t his hnJ.'>lies that t he ~xchange terms s h ould be of orde r ln(E 1/r.a), 
a s are t he non-exchange te rms (5) . ·:lith respect "o the interX'eren ce 
terms bet ween diagrams a or b and c or d , the s ituation is nluch 
l ess clear, b otb b e cause ~hese term s contai n denom i nator factors which 
are a m ix ture of t he t wo types discussed above, and bec a us e the n on -
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exc hange ter:ns , due to ce rtai n symmetri e s, cancel each othe r o ut. 
~eowever a plausible estimate of the magnitude of the exchange in ter-
ference terms is that they will be roug hly of t he order of magnitude that 
t he non-exchange i nterfere n c e term s would have been if they had n o t 
2 
cancelled , namely ln ( E 1/ m} . 
The above discussion ind icates t hat t h e total exchange contrib u-
tion to t he c r oss section will be rnuch larg er than the estimate of M urota, 
~ !!.·• w hich was (m / E 1)2tn2 (E1/m}, and w hich waa ob taine d on t he b a a i a 
of con sidering only d iag ram s a a n d b . The d iscussion ind icates t hat 
the e x ch a nge contrib ution will in fact be d or..'1inated by t he exc h ange t e r ms 
involv in;; d iagrams c and d and by the exchange interference tezoma 
between d iagrams a o r b and c or d . T hese dominant e~change 
2 t erms are estimated to be of order ln(E1/m) or l n ( E 1/m). 
T he q ualitative arguments of this section a re confirmed b y the 
detailed numerical results of t he present calcula tion. From the resulta 
p resented in. Appendices F and G and au1-nm arized in Section VIII, w e 
c an see that the leadi ng exchange term s are m uch larger t han the M urota 
e stim ate, a n d are i n fact of order l n (E / m ). 
We close this section by notin g that i n t he ,emaL"'lder of t he calcu -
lation we will neglect t he exchange terms aris ing solely from diag ra:ms 
d b . t h t h1qf~ K ' i1 X. v D Dll ~ h 1 "1~ . 1 b a an , 1. e . e e r ma a a , b b , r.. ab , ba' a tn ce, as a 10 wn y 
:Murota, ~ .!'!!.• and by the arguments in t h is section , t hey are certainly 
n e glig ible, bei n g only of ord er (m / E 1}
2l n 2(E1/ m) . 
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In t h i s section we present: t he results o btained for the K ijX. and 
1 t'j ).. 3 3 
K after integr a ting over d p .1-d p _. T h is calculation was carried 
- · ij . 
' • n).. d 11 '11 ).. • out stG< :rti ng wtth the expressions obt a t ned for the I : . an i. 1n 
lJ J 
Appendix A, and us i n g t he results fo r the various in~egrals gi ven in 
Appendix C. 
In t he r esult s p resented i n thi s sec t ion w e have, a fter the inte -
gration , set '1 = ~ = 0 and q = 0, since t hese a re the o n l y terms con -
o 
trib uting to t he final result. (Se e equation .Z- 16. } 'v'o/e use the notation 
I 
The coefficients A . , B ., D ., D ., 
1 1 1 1 
F ., Gi' V . , ·~v K which appear in the reaul~s a rise aa a res ult o x the co-
t 1 1 
variant integration p xocesa , and a re p resented i n A pp2ndix C . 
We p resent the results for the non-eI~change t erma first, and 
the n the rea ults for the e;~change term a . 
1K~MM -
·" -a a 




6 A """ 2 { B - 2 B .t. rn ( B - B ·'· 2 .B \ \ ., j:!..l' 11 17' T 3 1 · 15' 
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2 Koo _ m 11' 
ab - Z( KK~KK 2)2 
P(Pz · m 
4wm2E ~ KK-MM - 1 J A { 'ti' [ k2( • k • 2 ) 2 2 • k 
"'·cc - 4 20 2 \ Kr-~o ~· 1 P2 -r m - m Pz 
k (q + 2pl• q) 
+ E 2m
2(c/+ 2p1• q) } 
and 
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·;.:- 00 - 2lm'l 
2 
l .,. 2 ( "' It ) 
'-·cc: -
1 
4 ' ...:.k .nl - ... ,. 2 
K 
h~~ i s obta ined f r om h~~ by th e i n te r c h a nge p1 - Pz• q - - q • 
.. , f 1' 1 · d. " · A d . A K 0 0 K>.oo 
.';.:;c cause o t,'le symme~!"v re atto ns t scussea tn ppen tx , bb = '"'-aa • 
The re:maining non - exchange t e r ms (K 00 , etc. } cancel out, as is di s -
a c 
c ussed in Section IV . 
B . Exchang e Terms 
I 
+ (V4p 2· k - 2V5rr/+ zv6)[ E 2(q 2 • 2p1• q) - 2E1(p( p 2 + p 2• q)]) 
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' 21Tln 2 
K oo = --oro__.---""""""---d c • 2( 2+., )( 2 2 , t< q '"·Pl• q q - P z•qJ 
• \_ V 
0 
{m 2[ E f (q • k-p2• q) +c~Epl • q+q• k) - E 1E k (p1• q+p 2• q) +E 2 E kq• k } 
c 2 2 2 . 1 2 2]' 
+E1E 2Lm (q • l;•k -2p!" p 2 -2m - 2p(k-2p 2· k} + zk q j 
+Vl { E l E k[ 2p2• q (p l• k+q • lc.+:m2)+2m2P].. q - q2pz• k ] 
+::-~[ q 2(Pl· P2 +m 2> ·Zpl · q Pz· q ] 
+2 E 1E 2( (p1• k+q• kFEpOo!~-q· k+Or~"lOF +p1• k Pz • k] -2m 2q• kEb:+b~F 
+E 2E t-J 2p1• q (q • k - p 2• k) - q
2p1• k - 2m
2q . k} } 
+V 2 {ZE1E 2[(pl• Pz -{-pz• q)(pz• k-q • k}+pl• Pz Pz• k 
2 2 1 
+m (2pl• p2+pl• q+pz• q -2m -r ~ q· kFz 
+E2Ek[ q 2(pl• Pz.+mz )+pz.• q (m2 ·2p l• q)] 
2 2 2 
+E lEk[ Pz• q (2p l" p 2+2pz• q - m )+q m ] 
2 2 2 2. 22 } 
+E 2[2p1•q(q·k-p 2·k)-q p1· k -m (2p1• q+2q +q· &:)]-2E 1 m p 2·q 
2 2 
+V 3 {2E1E 2(k q • k-Zp1• kp 2• k)+E 1Ek[ q p 2 • k· 2p2• q (pl" k+q• k)] 
+E2Ek( q
2pt• k+2p( q (p2• k- q • lt / ] 
+b~[ 2pl• qp2· q - q 2(Pl' Pz+n/)]} 
2 2 2 
+V 4 { E l E 2[ q • k(p l• P2 +m +p2• q)+pz• k (T · Pz" q - 2Pt" Pz>+2P( km ] 
2 2 2 +bOb~E P( q {p 2• q -m }- -\-<P( Pz +2m )] 
2 2 2 
+ b~ [ ~ Pf k+pl• q {pz· k - q·k)]- I.'l E'k[q2m +p2•q(pl"p2+p2• q)]} 
+ v 5E2m2 [ E l(4pl• Pz +2pz• q-q2) - E z(2p l o q+q2)) 
+ 2V 6[ E 1E 2(2q
2
+p1• q - p 2• q-2p1• pOF+b~ p1• q-b~ Pz" q] ) 
-33 -
' K o o _ dd -
z z 2 2 + m (Zp1• p 2- p1• q-k -6m -i·4p2• k+4cr k -2q )] 
z z z 








[ 2E2Ek(2p 1•q-p1· k -
3z ) -2E 1F 2(;.. +r:112) - m 2Ek(Ek +2E1)] 
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'oo 'oo 'oo Thee terms Kda , K ca , and K cb are obta ined from the a bove 
expressions by the substitutions 
V- V!i 
. i 
Under this substitution we have 
K ' oo 
cc 
' - K o o da 
' - K oo 
ca 
'oo _ K 'oo 
Kdd cb 
'oo The remaining exchange terms (K , etc.) are neglected, eince, a s 
a a. 
ind ica ted in Section VI, they are expected to be negligible. 
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Vlll. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The analytical expressions obtained in the previous sections 
were integrated numerically over the remaining part of the final state 
phase space to obtain the final result for the direct pair production 
cross section. The numerical calculation was carried out for various 
values of Z and for nine values of primary energy between 10 Mev 
and 100 Bev. The results of this calculation, both for the total cross 
section and for various terms that contribute to it, are tabulated in 
Appendix G. In this section we will summarize these results and 
d iscuss their significance. 
In Table 1 we present numerical results for both the un-
screened and screened total cross sections. The table shows the 
behavior of the cross section as a function of primary energy, and 
also shows the effect of screening. As has been shown by previous 
calculations (1, 3, 5), we see that the screening effect begins to be 
noticeable at about 100 l~evI and becomes of increasing importance 
as the primary energy is increased above that value. 
In Table 2 we present results for the exchange contribution 
to the total cross section, crEx 1 , and for the non-exchange con -. c 1ange 
tribution from diagrams c and d, a CD' We s ee tl-:tat u CD becomes 
n e glig ible, i.e.' less than one per cent of the total contribution, for 
energies g reater than or of the order of 100 Mev, and that crE xchang e 
becom e s neglig ible for energies greater tl'lan or of the order of 1 
Dev. 
The results in Table 2 are of interest b ecause of the dis-
agreement with the estimates of Murota, et al. (5), These authors 
Prit:<1ary 
E n e rgy 
(B ev ) 










Tabl e 1 
Total C ross Section for Direct P air P roduction 
Total Cross Se ction 
(in units of z 2 c:2 r 0
2 ) 
Unscreened 
z = 26 
1. 070 1.068 
5. 798 5 . 753 
19. 89 19.51 
43.73 4 1. 95 
79. 87 72 . l 'l: 
121. s 100. 9 
194 . 6 118 .5 
273.2 133.6 
384.2 156. 6 
( 2 2 . . . -30 2 t! r 0 = 4. 22S x 10 em ) 
:3creened 











T a bl e 2 
E ffect of Exc h ang e and of Dia g r a m s c and d 
P r imary Unscre ened Screened 
E n e rgy 
z = 8 2 
(Bev) 
, I 
u crJ cr Total 0" C1 E xch ange T ot al cr cr/ u T otal ff - ~ h I r:r T t ~xc a nge o al 
0 . 0 1 0 . 0506 0 .1620 0 . 0505 0 . 1600 
0 . 1 0 . 0074 0 . 0 17 3 0 . 0072 0 .014 8 
l. O 0 . 0023 0 . 0069 0 . 0 020 0 . 0047 
10 . 0 0 . 0009 0. 005 3 0 . \1006 0 . 0031 
100 . 0 0 . 0 003 
--
0. 000 1 
--
c:rCD = Non -exchang e contr ibution from d iag ram s c and d 
cr E xc hange = Total exchange c ontribution (a bsolute magnit ud e ) 
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estim ated that 0' CD would be m uch larger than we have found it to be. 
a nd that O'E h · would be much smaller. As we have discussed in 
xc ange 
Sections IV and VI, this disagreement arises because of the cancella-
t ion of the non-exchange interference terrns between diagrams a, b 
and c, d, whic h Murota, !!_ al. were not aware of, and because these 
p revious authors considered only those exchange diagrams arising 
solely from diagrams a and b. 
Table 2 also shows that the dom inant c ontribution a r ises from 
the non-exchange terms involving diagrams a and b, and that for 
energies of the order of or greater than 100 Mev the contribution 
from all other terms is less than ten per cent of the total. 
In Figures 2 and 3 we compare our results with th o s e of p re-
. al 1 . • vtoua c cu a tlons . This comparison is of particular interest be-
cause .of the disagreement among these earlier ca~KculationsK As we 
indicated in Section I, this disagreement ia primarily due to the var -
ious approximations made by each author during the in tegration of 
the differential cross section, and also du e to the various arbitrary 
parameters that these approximations introduced. The present work 
may be thought of as an attempt, by means of an accurate numerical 
calcu lation, to discriminate between the r e sult s of the previous cal-
cu lations. 
The unscreened erose section is presented in Figure Z. For 
e nergies up to 1 Bev the results of th' p r esent calculation agree 
* The s m all circles in Figures 2 and 3 are approximately of the size 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































fairly well with those of NiahL""la, et al. (1). For energies above 1 Bev 
the preael'lt calculation g iv es results which lie between the Nishina cross 
section and the Racah cross section , and which approach the Racah 
e r ose section at the h ighest energy considered (100 .i3ev). 
The com parison of results for the screened cross section p re -
sented in F igure 3 are much less informative, prim arily due to the fact 
that not all of the previous theories included screening. The only defi-
nite conclusion that can be reached is th at the .Bhabha-l'.Curota, et al. , 
screened cross section is definitely too large, a conclusion that h ad 
bee n reach e d previously (4 ). 
The accuracy of the pres ent calculation i s lim ited by a. number 
of factors, the moat important of which are: (1) numerical errorGJ in 
t he integration , wh ich are of the order of 3-4%. c. f. Appendix E , (2) 
tK~e error inh erent in the Thomas-Fermi s creening function, (3) the 
n eglect of Coulomb corrections, and (4) the n e gl e ct of direct pair pro-
duction by the atomic electrons . Of t h e se Grrors. the last three are 
common to all existing calculations of the direct pair production c ros s 
section. 
The error in t h e Thomas-Fermi ocreening function can be 
estimated by comparison with the Ha.rtree s creening function. This 
is done in Section V. where it is concluded that the Thom<l.s-Fermi 
screening function introduces an error in t h e t otcl cross section of the 
order of l Oo/o. 
The erro r due to l'le glect of Coulomb cor:rections i s r.cJuch 
harder to e stim ate. Coulomb cor rection s have been extensively in-
v e stigated for b remsstrahlung and for o:-dinary pair ,'production 
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( 11, 12 ) where it h a s been found that t h e correction is quadratic in Z 
and for lead decreases th e cross section by about 10%, for energie s 
g reater th an 50 Mev. However, the direct pair p roduction process 
differs in an im portant way from the b rem sstrahlung or ordinary pair 
production p roces ses . Namely , t h e direct pair p roduction m atrix 
element involves fou r ch al'ged-partiele wave functions wh ich m ust be 
Coulomb-corrected , wh ereas th e other proces ses involve only two. 
Becau se of this diffe rence it is not clear wh a t the relation will be 
between the Coulomb correction to dir ect pair production and to the 
oth e r p rocesses . All we do here is conjecture th a t the Coulomb 
corr ection to d irect pair production w ill also b e quadratic in Z, and 
w ill b e r o ughl y the sam e order of m agnitude , i . e. , 1 O% for lead. 
The situation w ith respect to direct pair ·production by the 
ato m ic electrons is s imilarly uncertain. However. it is plausible 
to co nj ecture th at, as in the case of brem sstrahlWlg and ordinary 
pair p rod uction (13), the contribution due t o t he atomic electron s 
can be included approximately by replacing th e m ultiplicative factor 
. 2 
Z in the total cross section by Z(Z+ 1 ). 
F rom the above discussion we co nclude that t h e total error 
in th e p resent calculation is, for heavy element a such as lead, of 
t he o r der of 25%. and for lighter elem ents for wh ich th e Coulom b 
c o rrection is not a3 im portant, of t h e order of 10 -15%. 
We conclude this section by p resentin g , in Figure 4, a com -
pa rison of t h e i'eaulta of the present calcu lati on w ith various ex-
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* (il , 15- 25) . The theoretical cur ve shown is calcu lated for an effec-
t ive Z of 22. 1, which is app ropriate to t h e nuclear e m ulsions used in 
these experim ents (4). 
From the results shown in Figure 4, we see that for energ ies 
up to about 1 Bev, there is reasonably good agreem ent between t h eory 
and experiment. For higher energ ies , however, the situation is un-
clear, due partially to the fact that the exp eriments di s agree amongst 
th em selves. The experiments in this h igh er enera y region were all 
carried out using nuclear emulsions exposed to cosm ic rays. and were 
a ll beset by two serious difficulties: the determ ination of the prim a r y 
electron energy ·, and the correction for s o .. called pseudo-tridents. 
Various methods have been u secl for the energy determination, 
in.cluding multiple scattering measurem e nts, ancl, for those cases 
wh e r e th e p rimary electron arises f r om a previous pair in a shower , 
m eas urem e nt s of t h e o pening ang le of the previou s pair. For e n er-
g ies in t h e m ulti- Bev region th e s e methods are all s ubject to larg e 
e rro ;.· s, and it has been suggested several times in the literature that 
the primary electron energies may have been seriou sly underest i -
m ated (4 , 15). 
In addition to direct pair product ion, a h igh e nergy electron 
m ay initiate a two-step proces s in which it emit s a bremsstrahlung 
photon wh ic h th e n produces an electron- positron pair . If t h e brems-
strahl ung and the pair p roduction occur close e nough togeth er in the 
* The e xperimental points shown were obtained from Fig . 1 of t h e 
pa per of Roe and O zaki (1 4 ), with t he addition of the more recent 
work by Tumanyan , .!!..!!· (15 , 16 ). 
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emulsion, the resulting two-step process is indistinguishable from 
direct pair production. These spurious direct pair events, which must 
be subtracted out to obtain the true direct pair production cross sec-
tion, are referred to as pseudo-tridents. Numerous calculations of 
the pseudo-trident correction have been carried out, with varying 
results {2.5, 2.6, 2.7)•. The results of the most recent calculation 
(15) , which u s es a Monte Carlo technique, indicate that the previous 
calculations contain large errors. These erro rs would introduce 
large s y stematic errors in the exp erim ental values of the cross sec-
tion , particularly in the very high energy range, where the pseudo -
triclent correction is very large. 
In view of the experimental tmcertainties discussed above , 
and in view of the inconsistenc y of the experim ental points above 1 
Bev, the disagreement between theory and exp eriment for thes e 
energies is probably not significant. It would appear that there is a 
ueed for experiments of increased accuracy in the energy region 
above 1 Bev. 
•Th e number of pseudo-tridents relative to t h e total number of observed 
tridents (pseudo plus real) ia of the order of 1 Oo/o for p rimary electron 
energ ieo of about 1 Bev, and is of the order of 90% for primary ener-
g ies of about 100 Bev (2.7). 
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APPENDIX A 
Traces and Symmetries 
Ti }, I i) "' In this appendix we evaluate t h e traces . i.e. the Iij and Iij , 
and w e discuss the sytnmetries that exist between the v ariou s tert<.'l S. 
The calculation i s simplified if we note that the final result 
. ' '11* ~ will b e r eal, and th at /i"; i /t, will contribute the same amoWlt to the 
total cross section as /J1 ~/*;;-I :\, since they differ only in the inter-
1 J 
c hange Pz- p _ , and Pz and p _ a -re both dummy variables of integr a-
tion insofar a s the t otal cross section is concerned. From these facts 
it follow a that 
'and 
•.,;:1here the 1:=-.st equation is tru e in t h e sense that t h e t wo term:J con-
t ribut e equally t o t he final result. This m eans tl-J.at w e only h ave t o 
calculate half of the cross term s . 
W e now proc e ed to evalue1te the tl"aceB, first the non- exch.u""lge 
terms , and theKK~ the exchange terms. 
1. Non - E xchange Traces 
Using s tandard m ethods , we SWTl over the spins and obtain 
- 48-
2. 71>.. ~1 >KK _ m 1cc 1cc - 4 Z: Z (p+ +p J (q + Z.pl" q ) 
2. 1z~ 
7j>.. m Jdd 
1dd = 4 z 2 (p+ +p _) (q -Z.pz· q) 
2 J 't]>.. 
17]>.. _ m cd cd- 4 Z 2 (p++p_) (q +2pl"q)(q -2p _· q ) 
r·~ 
where the J .l. are given by lJ 
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· T r{ 'i l iy· (p -q)-m} yD~E-iDl· p -{-m FDl~ iy '(p - q )-m] y (iy· P.t--:- m)} 
""' - - - v . 
· T r{ 'i;jtiy·(q-p )- m] y (-i'l' P +m)y Liy· (q - p )-ml/t(iy· p +m)} 
+ 1-L - v + + 
· Tr{ y L iy· (p - q )-m] y.'l(-iy· p +mh l iy· (q-p+) - m ] yA(iy· p++m}} 
f.L - - v 
· T r{ 'iijl iy· (PfTq) - mj y._.. (-iy· Pz.+m)yvl iy· (p1+ q )-m} y;t(-iy· p 1+m)} 
g~~ = J,Tr{"(-iy'p_+m )yv(iy ·p++m)} · 
· Tr{ y!-L( iy· (p2 -q)-m } y11(-iy· p 2+m)y\ iy· (pz. -q)-m ] Yv (-iy· p1+m)} 
g~~ = tt T r{yiL (-iy·p_+ m)yv (iy· p++m )} · 
· Tr{ yv (iy· p++m)y [ i'l' (p -q)-m] / ' (-iy· p +m)} 
.... - -
g~1; = ft-Tr{ yl'"(-iy· pO-vm}y~ iy· (p2 -q)-m] 'iv (-iy· p1+m)l · 
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· Tr{ l'"' (iy· p+ +m)y71[ il'· (q -p+ )-m] l'iJ. (-il' · p _ +m )} 
g~~ = -b; Tr{ yl1- (-il'· p 2+m)y1 iy· (p2 -q)-m} l'v(-iy· p1+m)} 
· T r{ ""' (il'• p+ +m)y71[ il'; (q-p+ )-m] 'VIoL (-iy· p _ +m)} 
'I!'Jl By using the above expressions for the J .. , and certain rules lJ 
for manipulating traces of y-matricea, in particular 
one can obtain the following symmetry rules: 
(1) Under the interchange p+- •p _, q -> -q 
j 1'A.- Jfl'l\. 
aa bb 
(2) Under the interchange p1--p2 • q-- -q 
(3) Under th e interchange p1 - P _. P2 .,._...,. - p+ • q - -q 





(4) Under the interchange p1 - Pz • P+ - - p _, q- -q 
gD11~ - gDqg~ 
ab ab 
The u s e of these symm etry rules greatly simplifies the evaluation of 
t h e traces and is an aid in ch ecking the results. 
We now proceed to evaluate the traces using standard methods. 
We drop terms involving g7J"A , since they correspond to the terms of 
t ype Z d iscussed in Section V . We also drop terms involving qf/ or q~K 
s ince t h ey will not contribute to the final result, and we drop terms 
which are antisymmetric in rj , i't for the sam e reason. 
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W e obtain 
z{ 11 ~ 2. z 17 " 11 ~ p }!. 1\. n z z +q 4p p (p • p +m )-Zm (p ''p +p gp )+(p ''p +p p '' )(Zp . • p -2m - q ) +- lZ ++ -· 1212. +-
" 11 ~ ~ ~ r; 1J · 11X }!. A 'f/11 
· -rpz · ql P1 (p+ +p- )+pl (p+ +p - >1 +pi" ql Pz'CP+ +p- )+pz. (p+ +p-)] } 
A rJ 2 2 
+4p+p _l Zm (Pf Pz. - p+ • p _+2m )-Z(p1· p+p2. • p _+P( P_ Pz · P+) 
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2 ~ ·rA A I' - (p ip + ~-KK p ' ) j1 2 + 1"'2 - i · 
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. ( 2 ., ) - 2 2 TJ 1\. ( 11 I\. fD~ ·1  u. 2 n1 ( ~ 1\.) .., -n ll ,.. q - -" Pz"q l m P P +p · q P P +p, P ,.- P · p P ,., - p - "p''n pl·p 
- l l + - -.- - l + - 1 2 - _~: + -
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The rem ain ing g~KA can be obtained from the se using the symmetry lJ 
relations discussed above. 
F rom the expressions obtained above fo r the l~A and JZA ad- , 
ditional symmetry relatiorK~Ks can b e obtained . In particular. one can 
show that under the interchange p+ ~ p _, 
1 ij'll - - l r;'A 
ac be 
tDl1~ - _ 1111il 
ad bd 
The significance of the last t wo of these s ymmetries is discussed in 
Section IV . 
2. E xchange Traces 
P roceeding as before we have 
x' r; "A. = 
cc 




z z z z 
<t>cPz) <Pl-p J (q -zp+ • q) 
2 ''lJA 
m Jba 
2 J' flA m 
cc 
t 'fJ). I ., = 
ca 
I' r,A -da -
I I TjA -db -
z ' 7]). 
m Jdc 
2 2 z z (p++p _) <Pz+p+) (q +~pl·qeq - 2Pz·q) 




D 11~ where the J. . are given by lJ 
J ' -n). l A. ~~ = Ib T r { "(-iy· p2+m)y L iy· (p2 - q)-m] Yv (iy· p+ +m) • 
· y l iy· (p -q)-m] yf1 (-iy· p +rn)y v (-iy· p1+m)} ~ - -
· y7J [iy · (q-p )-m] y (-iy· p +m)y v (-iy· p1+m)} + (.!. - . 
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· yf1[ iy· (p1+q)-m} 'IJJ. (-iy· p 2+mh v (iy· p+ +m)} 
' 1JA 1 ~ J dd = 16 Tr{ yV.(-iy· p. +m)y l iy· (p _ -q}-:m] y 11 (-iy· p1-!· mj · 
· v~l iy· (p2 ·q)-m] yD~E-iy· p 2+m)y" (iy· p+ +m)} 
1
'n.X l u. A. J d~ = IbTr{ y~"" E-iy· p _ +m)y" ( iy· (p1+q)-m ] y (-iy· p1+m) · 
· ytJ.[ i)'' (pz-q)-m) y'li(-iy· p 2+m )yv (iy· p+ +m )} 
J ~11I:y = -b; Tr{ y1 (-iy· p _ +m )y v (-iy· p1+m)y'iJ[ iy· (p1+q)-m) · 
• v~K!K ( -iy• Pz.+m)y'1 iy· (p2 -q)·ml y v (iy· p++m)} 
g~Df:" = J,Tr{ y !. (-iy• p _+m)y v (-iy· p1+m)yij( iy· (p1+q)-m} ' 
• YIJ. (-iy· Pz.+m)yv l iy· (q-p+ )-mj yA.(iy· p~_+mF} 
. 
' ""l' l .. v J d.::" = IbTr{ y(-iy' p _ +m )y (-iy· p1+rn)yf.L[ iy· (p 2 -q)-m ] · 
· -y'i(-iy· pO+mFy~ iy· (pz. -q)-rn] yv (iy· p+ +m)} 
' r{' l J db~ = u;- T r{ y-"(-iy· p _ +m )yv (-iy· p1+m)y1J.( iy· (p 2 -q)-mj · 
· yD~1E-iy· p 2-!·m )y v(iy· Eq~p+ i-mj yi\(iy· p+ +m)} 
The symmetry rules for the ex change terms are: 
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JI TJA - I A1} 
bb J cc 
/ 14'A _ 1)..71 








c b Jcb 
(2.) Under t h e interch ang e Pz. - p _ 
I -n}l I )..n J ., ~ Jbb., bb 
/ fl">l - I )._17 
d d Jdd 
(3) Unde r the in terch ang e p1 - Pz. p+ - - p _ • q -- - q 








; 'flit / fill J -cb dd 
We now ev aluate the trace s 'a nd obtain 
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' 71'11. T A[ 2 J J = 2o 1p m (p • q - p · q - p · q )-2p · o p · q 
aa • Z 2 - 1 + 1 • + -
z[ 'iJ( It ~F "-< 11 r1)' } + rn p+ Pz +p _ +p+ Pz +p _ J 
-(Zpz. P- +m z)pt' (p+ -q)} 
I r;'A 2. T} A 'n ~ . 
Jba = Zm L ::>+ P+ (pz ·q-pl· q - p _·q)+pz•Pz (p+ · q-p1· q - p _·q)J 
z 1 2 } 
+m [ Pz. P+ - p1 · P - -(p l+ p _)· <Pz - p+ ) - Z (Pz. q+p+. q )-2m l 
"' il il rJ z 2. 
+(p+ 11P _' +p/ P _ )[ P1' Pzq +Zpz • qpl' (p+ -q)+m (pl · q+p+ · q-p z • q)) 
+ Eprlpt+p~p~F ( P-:-. P- q z+ zp+. qp-. <Pz·q)+ mz<P+ . q+pz . q - p -. q -qz)] 
2 [ '(J 'A 1D~ -;1 2 n it A.r; , 
+m <PzP-+Pzt:> ~FEpl· q+pz. q+p+. q-q )+ <mimKIK~ ... Pl P+ )(p+. q-pz. q-p -. q)J 
"'J ll i\ r· z z 
-i·(p1 'p _'+ p1 P _ 1)[zpz·qp+ · q+ q (m · Pz ' P+)j 
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'TJ>.. The rem aining J .. can be obtained from t h e s e u sing t h e symmetry lJ 
relations discussed abov e. 
···' From t h e final expressions o btain ed £or t h e 1. ~II .. add ition al lJ 
eyrnrnetry relations can be obtained. In p articular , on e can show 
that unde:r the interch ange p1 ~ -p2 , p+ --.. P _. 
''IJJt These symm etry relations are useful in evaluatirK~g the K .. . lJ 
-61-
APPENDIX B 
Covariant Method of Integration 
Vi e will illustrate the method of integration by evaluating the 
integral 
3 3 
;"> d p+ )" d p I tL - \ 
1 - j -,;; ' --r-
where k = p1 + q - p 2 . \Ye write this as 
t.t. r· 4 ~ 4 2 2 2 z 6 4 (k-P + -P _) P _ !-!-~ = 4J\ d p+ \ d p_ 9 (p+ 0 )8 (p_0 )6(p+ +m )6(p_ +m )--2or-----J q -2p_·q 
or 
~tgK is covariant and may be evaluated in any coordinate system. Vl e 
choose the system with k = (O,k0 ). L'l this system we h ave 
• 2 .!. "' 1 (" (" - (" ko - L<-:0 2 ~- p • ~Dtl- = k: ' dp_0 \ jP_j dp_ \ dQ_6(p_ 0 - y)6[ j p_j -(,--m ) J 2 __ O " .) ··· q+Zp_0q 0 -2p _·q 
~ 0 
Taking q as the polar axis, the only two non-zero components are ~ 
1 
and ~ . Evaluating the integrals, we have 
2 
z - ko z !. 
o 11"ko q +koqo·2Jq J <-;r -m )a 
11 = - --:::;- ln ( k z ] 
2jq l qz+koqo+Z f<il <-f- -mzF~ 
and 
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To rewrite these in covariant form, we note that 
- 2. (q•k)2]i I q I = £ q - -- -kz 
and 
1\ 
- l 11. ~ u q =- Eq~D"D - -:-z- k•-) jq) k 
"'N e obtain as the final result 
wh ere 
and 
kz { 4m2 1. 2 z 2 i B z = z z z 3/Z 2(1 + 7r )Z [ (q• k) -k q ] 
Z[(q·k) -k q] k 
Z 4m
2 f 2 2 2 l. J q•q•k-(1+-:-z-) ((q·k) -kq ) Z , 
2 { k l +(q -q·k) ln z J 





In th i s a p pe ndix w e pre sent t h e results obtain e d fo r a ll of the 
an a ly-tica l integ rals enc o untered in the p re s en t c a lcu.la t i on . 
The r equir ed inte g rals a re , where we use k = p1+q - p 2 , 
3 d 3 
:"- d p+ '· p • 4 I I -KK~ fJ. - \. s: (k ) ... 
--1 - ' ·r.;· '1 ~ u - p, - p p 
, } KKyK:KK~KK;KKK ,,J .a:... -r 










-r- + - t:. 
- 2p _· q " q 
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3 d3 1 
,... d P+ r P _ 64(k-p+ -p_> - ...... ...-:;........ __ J 
- \ ~ \ -K-~ - 2 .. 2 p o - J .!:!.+ ~g .k!.; - m - Pz. + 
d 3p ~ d3P_ 4 , 1 (" + J . (k ) \ ...._.,-. 6 -p+·p_ + z K = • ~ K~:!KK 2p
1
• p _ m 0 .. J ...:!..+ 
3 3 p fJ.p v 
v ('• d p+ \ .. d p_ 64 (k-p+-p ) - .. z 
K f.l = \ ~ . ~ . - Zpl· p _+m 2. .J .... + ,) -
... 3 
d.;; d p . ___ !...._1--=;----
N o = j(' p+ \ ___:. 64(k-p+ -p _) 2 )( 2 -2p . q) ~Kg E _ (q -2.p+ ·q q -
3 3 p fJ. ~ d P + r d P 4 -KKK-----=--~--~ 
N fJ. = \ ---r- \ ~ 6 (k-p+ -p _) (q2 _2p+. q)(q2 -Zp ... q) 1 .) ... + ,} 
/" 
N .,._v - ~ 4 - I 
. ) 
, . ., d 3p ,.. d 3p _ 4 p..._ .... 1 I + \ ,-R f.l - ~ 6 (k ) 1 - - 2 ,) -r+ .) ~ - p , - p 'i 2 
-r - (q '" - 2p+·q)(p1· p _+m 
3 3 .... v 
u v 1 (" d P + \'"' d P . 4 mK~K P + 
R ,... = - • -, ~ 6 (k-p ..  - p J 1 '5 
2 2 , j ~+ vi J:. ' ( w 2 )( + C.. ) q - p+ . q P( p - m 
Th ese int e g ral s are evaluated using the m e t h od illustrat ed in 
Appen dix B . L"l o l"der to c onve n i e nt l y exp ress the res ults , w e int ro -
duc e the following not ation : 
2 ! 
= (l + 4m ) 7 
2 2 ? 
= k q -(q · k) ... 
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2 6 2 = k (p 2 · q)-(p 2 ·k)(q·k) 
N 2 ('6 2 ) ( 2 k )2 ( k 2 2 )2 a l = g 2 -~aO -aOq - q · -~ pz · - m 
L = l 
2 2m +p1. k-b3 
~ 2m +p1· k+ b 3 
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t; 3 = 2b3+ (2m
2
+pl" k) l n L 3 
= b (g 2 - q · k ) 
2 z z (q - q · k) - t> 
Vile now write the expressions obtained for the integrals in 
th e form 
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Jo = wVo 
K - - ·Hr 0 - .... 0 
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R I.!. - 11'(0 kfJ.+ G q~ -G p ~F 1 - 1 2. 3 1 
"· G a~v + G p ~p v- .lG (kfJ.p v+k vp 1-L) 
' 7 ~ 8 1 1 ~· 9 . 1 1 




A 2 = t (l ;- 3) 
ln L1 Bn = ---v c 1 
B 3 = 12 { ~1[ 4al(q·k)+ Ew~-PkzqzFEqz·q·kFz 
U~ c 1 
+ (kz q 2b1
2 
- O~ 2 > 1n LJ 
{ [ 2 ] 2 ) ~ 3(q · k ) (q -q· k ) - O~ -(q· k)b1 ln Lf 
-7Z-
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k4 {3 z z z B13 = ~ i{k (L· q)-(q• k)(L· k)] · (3{.1(q -q· k)-b1 ln L 1} Ba1c 1 
+[3t1-zb1+ Z·q(q z -q· k)j { (q z -q • k)[kz(L • q)-(q. k)(L · k)] +"' (L • k)}] 
·k 2 616 2 5616 2 2 2 z 4b1 
+ T {bl ~1<So- --a;- )+(60- a
1 
F[w~1Eq -q·k) -bl E~1 - .,..-)]} 
z 616 2 z 
+[Za1 (p1· kHP;f k)+bi (60 - ~F} {~Ewrl+lni1F-Eq· k)[3t1-zb1+ ZT)(q -q· k)}} 
{ z z z 2 2 + (p1·k 6 2+p z·k61) 3(q· k )[b11nLc3t1(q -q·k)}+Zq (k -q·k)[3t1-zb1+Z'I'}(q - q-k)j 
Z 2 Z 10 b1 
+(SI;.l(q -q· k ) -<· b l (-3- -31;,1)}} 
261 6 z z z z ·· z 2... 
+ al {(q·k)[b1 (Stc6b1)-91;.1(q -q.k) ]+a1(3t1(q -q·k)-b!ID L 1] } 
+ Za1 (p1· k)(p z •,k) [3t1 (q z ·q • k) - b1 Zi., L1) J 
Bl 9 = k ~ g~~ (p(kl!p z· k)+ bt(&o· &l&z ll(.3tl·Zbl+ Z'}(qz -q; k)) 
6 4a 1 c 1 1, . ~ .. · ·.  
36t 6 2. 1 3 z z . z 3 
+4 ( at . -SMFE~ bl + (q -q· k) (Zt1-b1)+ !}(q -q· k) ] 
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k2 5616 2 2 2 z 4bl 
B 2 0 = z {(60- al ) [Zf,_(q -q•k) -bl E~- ..,-)] 
64a1 c 1 
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2 
v 4 = kz {~O [PEpO·kFEOmO-pO·kF-OaOz - h 2 2 (p2 ·k)ln L 2 } 
4a2 cz 
k4 z. 2 1 v 5 = 2 [ b 2 1n iO-P~OEOm -p2 • k)J 
sa 2 c 2 
k.2 2 2 v 6 = U'.2(Zm - p 2 ·k)-b2 ln L 2] 8a 2c 2 
lnLl 
Do = - ---.r-z...;;;...-
c1(q -q·l~F 
ln L 1 





D - k 
16 - 128 z ~ c1 
D - ___ kz ____ { 6zq·k 





a 1c1 ln L 4 + _______ ....;. 
Z(Nl)t 
z. z cllnL z 2 2 
+ a1k q { c z (a 2(q -q·k)+6 2(Zm -p2·k)] -62H,1+zb1) 
""J. 1n ~Ewmz ·pz• k)} J 
6 2c1ln L 2 
cz 






T h e Vi . and G1 can be obtained from the correspond ing V. and F ., 1 1 1 
re apectively, by the substitutions 
6 --6 2 1 
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The n7. D8• ... , Diz can b e obtained from n7 , .D8 , ... , D12, l!"e spec-
tively, by the substitutions 
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APPENDIX D 
Kinematics and Limits of b>.tegration 
The region of integration for the d 3q d 3p 2 integration i s deter-
m ined by the ldnen1atics of the p rocess. To discuss this, we 'V'.rrite 
3 d~z = 211 y q 2dq s· 1Pzbzdbz~""F d(coseq).r d(cos62)s· d~O (D-1) 
where the angles are defined by 
• 
- -p1 q = cos aq 
(D-Z) 
- ....,. p 2' q =cos a~ cos ez + sin a2 sin eq cos 9z 
\i!e must n ow determine the lim its on the inteorals in equation D -1. The 
integrals are to be carried out in th e ordel" indicated, namely the 9: 2 
integral first and the q integral last. 
We w ill first discuss the limits on the q and :2 2 integrals. If 
we for convenience consider E 2 first, we oeo that s ince we are as-
suming the target nucleus to be infinite!-~/ h eav-y·, the laboratory system 
a..."ld the center-of-r~"lomentum system are iderrdcal. Also, the recoil 
e~Dlergy q 2 / 2M. is completely ne g liGible. For th ese reasons we have 
imm ediately as the limits ou E-. , 
"' 
m ~ E 2 4i z 1 - 2m (D-3) 
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Now let ua consider the limite on q a I q I· V/ e have 
(D -4) 
The maximum value of q will occur when all of the final-state particles 
come off in the backward direction. This gives 
(D -5) 
Dropping terms of order (m/E)2 , we have 
(D - 6 ) 
The minimu..-n value of q will occur when all t h e final-state pa r-
ticles come off in the forward d irection . The n we h ave 
(D - 7} 
Since we have already i ntegrated over p+ and p _ , we must minimize 
t h e a bove expression with respect toE+, E _ subject to the conatraint 
E+ + E _ = E1 - E 2 . From th e symmetry i.lwolved , we s ee that t h e m i..."l. -
imum will occur for E_,_ = E = (E 1 - E :;)/2 . Th i s gives fo r q in as • - w m 
a function of E 2 , 
(D - 8 ) 
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From this exp ression we find for t h e e nd points E 2 = m, £ 2 = z1- 2r.c.l , 
the v alue s 
q. (E 2 = ln) = m , m 1n (D-9) 
wh ere w e h ave dropped terms of order (m/E 1)
2 
compared to one . 
For the minimum of q . (E 2 ) with respect to E -.,, we find f rom m m " 
t h e symmetry involved that the m i n imwn occurs for E 2 =E + =l!.; _=S 1/3, 
a nd i s 
4m2 
<lmin =~ 
where w e h ave a gain droppe d terms of order (:m/E 1)
2
. 
F rom the a bove results, w e find that the region of intel}l'ation 
in the q, E 2 plane has the form shown u1. F igure 5a. 
(D - 10 ) 
If w e now wanted to integ rate over q fir st. and t heu E ..,, t h e :recioa 
(., 
of integration would b e g iven by equations D -3 , D -6 , and D-8 . ~-:Kow~ve~ K 
for convenience in treating s creen ing , we wish t o do the intec;r a tion over 
E 2 before the integration over q . To find the lim its for t his order of 
integration , we must solve the equation q = qmin(E 2 ) for E 2. a s a f tt.'"lc-
tion of q. The final result w e o btain for the lim it s ia 











I ~q=q . (E2) 
2 1 mtn 
1 - ----- 4m IE 1 
I I I 
' I 
m 
FIG. 5a REGION OF INTEGRATION IN q, E 2 PLANE 
FIG. 5 b VEdTOR RELATIONSHIP FOR 
DETERMINING (cos Bq >max 
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m for q > m 
for q < r.;"l 
and 
for q> 2m 
~{1 + ___ 1_O_IO~ 
(2qE 1+m -q ) 
for q < Gm 
In i~e expressions forE 1(q) and E 2 (q) we hav~ a gain d ropped t erms 
of order (m / E1)
2
. 
We m ust now consider the limits on th e cos 6q integration . 
(D -13) 
(D -14) 
v:;·e w i sh to determine these lim its for fixed values of q and E 2 , and 
for a r bitrary value s of cos e2 • 9z• and p+' p _. ·~-;e first note that , 
... _,.. .... ..... ... 
becau se of the definition p 1 + q = p 2 -Y p + + p _ • the nuclear recoil 
-i s -q. Since the nuclear recoil can cet·tainly be in the forward d i-
rection. this means that the lower lim it on cos eq i s 




To determin e the upper limit on cos 9q , we note t h at f r o •"1 rL1o -
mentum conservation w e h ave the vector relation s h ip sh own in F isure 
5b, wh ere L = p~-:- ;?+ + p_. Since ILl < jp1 j , w e see that 
(cos 9q) <. 0 . From t h e cos ine law we now have 
max 




-;_, = p 1 + q - 2. p l q I cos (11'-Gq) 
(D -16) 
F rom this we obtain 
(cos Oq ) = -
m ax 
( :0-!7 ) 
where L2 is to be maxim ized for fixed I q I a nd :s2 . It can eas ily be 
....... z -<> -<> 
demonstrated that the maximum value of L will occur when P;:::• p+ and 
-p _ all come off in the same direction, and when b~K = E _ = (:!!:1- E 42)/2. 
Using this fact, w e obtain finally, again denoting q s j"q j. 
(cos 9q) = -max 
q2+ 4m2+ 2Ez(El-E2)- 2 (E 2 2 - :m2)f [ (E l-E2)2 - 4m2] t 
~qEblz - mZ)l 
(D-lS ) 
Now we m ust det~rmine the limit s on cos e2 . The s e lim ite must 
be determ ined for fixed values of q , bK~ and c o a 9 q . "'l}/e first l.'l.Ote t hat 
t.;. 
~ 
p ~ can certainly com e off in the forward d irection, which m ean s tha t 
c. 
(cos 9~ F = 1 
t:: m a x 
(D -19) 
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The lower limi\: on cos e2 i s most easily determined if one 
notes that the following k in e matical inequality must alwa.yo t.::le s at-
sifted: 
where k = p1 + q - p 2 • To p rove this inequality, we note that, be -
cause of energy-moment um conservation, k = p+ -l-- p _. lu the co-
ordinate syotem in which k = 0, we then have k 2 = - (EJ -:·E )2 ·~ -4mO • 
,· -
Since 1,2 is a scalar invariant, this inequality~ m uot hold irA all co~ 
ordinate systems, which completes the p roof of equation D -20 . 
The accessible region of fili al-state phase space io then c harac-
terized by k 2 <-4m2 , and the boundary of this region is determine d 
2. 2 by k = -4m . This m eans that (cos e 2 )min is determ ined by solvu'lg 
the equation k 2 = -4m2 for cos e2 as a fWlction of E 1, E 2 • q, cos 9~I 
and rp2 , and then minimizing this with reGpect to ¢z· Proceeding to 
do this. we have 
(D-21) 
Setting k 2 = -4m2 t hen gives 
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where we have de1"1oted 
Minimizb1.g the expression L"'l equation D - 22 with respect to ¢ 2 , w e 
obtain finally 
l (co s e2 ) . = Z 2 ., mtn E"~ p ./... 9 ) ' . t.. a z.1,_:,1' qcos q ,..q om q 
• 
·{(cos e2 )0(E 11\+qcoe &q)
2 
..., ~K ":> ..., 1] 
-q sin Sq{ (E 1 i31:- q cos 9q)" [1-(cos aO }~F +q"ain '· 9q} 1" 
(D - 2.3) 
(D-24) 
All that rem ains n ow is to d eterm ine t he limits on d.> .,. In prin-
'" 
ciple these could also b e determined from t h e c ondition 1<2 ~ - 4m 2 • 
1-·:!.oweve:r , in p ractice we have found it m ore conven i&l.t to e ::...-t:e:.1d the 
</J2 integral over t h e e ntire range 0 ~ <.P2 ~ 2 w, a ncl then a pply the re-
quirement k 2 ~-4mO as a subsidiary condition , i.e. w e set the t.'lte-
2 2 g rand equal to zero for k > -4rn . 
This completes our d iscussion of the limits of inte3 ration . 
The final results are given in equation s D -11, D-12, D-15, D-lB, 
D -19 , and D-2·4. 
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APPENDIX E 
Details of Numerical Calculation 
Ao indicated in Section II, the five dimensional numel'ical inte-
g ration over ¢ 2 • cos e2 , cos 9q, E 2 , and q was done in t wo part s : 
first a four dimensional multi ple integ ration over E/; ~I cos e..,. cos eq, 
&:. t .. 
and E 2 , th e result of which, u(q), was tabulated a:;, a function of E1 
and q, and finally the single integration over q. 
The four-fold multiple integ ration was treated numerically as 
a succession of sing le variable integ rations, each of which was done 
usir>..g Gaussian quadratu re . F or the E 2 , co s aq, and CO :J a2 i:."lteg rals , 
the integration interval was divided into four unit cella with foua--
point Gaus sian quadrature used in each cell. F o r the cp 2 int erval 
on e unit cell was t.\se cl , w ith two-point Ga uss ian quadrature. This 
arrange ment resulted i.."l a d i atribution of 8192 points throughout the 
four d imensional reg ion of integ ration. 
The numerical accurac y of the four-fold multiple integration 
was tested for. elected values of E 1 and q by doublL•g the numbe r 
of points. TI1e error ~n u (q) was found t o be o f the order of l o/o . 
For the final integration over q, it wa~ necessary ·~o intel'polate 
in the u(q} tabulation . For this purpose it was found adequate to tab-
ulate c:r(q) at four value s p e&- power of ten, i.e., q = l. 0, 2 . 5, 5. 0, 
7.5, 10.0, etc. Using fou r-point Aitken-Lagrang ian ii.1terpolation 
the n reaulted in an L."'lterl)olation accuracy of the ordel" of 2%. 
The final integ ration ov er q was carr ied out using a opecicl 
Gaussian quadrature program which continuously subdividecl t h e 
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integration interval until the desired accuracy was obtained. The 
tr~cation error in this integration was of the order of O.l%. IL1. acl-
clit ion to t h i s e rror, the final integration waa cut off at q = 10 
max 
m ev / c instead of being carrie d all t he way to qmax = ZE1. This 
introduced a further error of the order of 0 .1% . 




Numerical Results for c:r(g) 
We introduce the notation 
These tbree terms represent , respectively , the non-exchang e contri-
bution from diagrams a and b , the non-exchange contribution f rom 
diagrams c and d, and the total exchange contribution (neglecting the 
terms discussed in Section VI). 
\"{e tabulat e the numerical results for t h e se term s on the fol-
• lowing pages . v.re use Mev for energ y units, and Mev/c for momen-
tum unito. The c:r(q) are dimensionless and their values do not depend 
• Since tTcn(q) and O"Exchange(q) become ne glig ible in comparioon 
to u AB (q) at high ~nergy I we hav' not calculated c:rcn(q) for prim ary 
energ ies of 3 x 10 Mev or 3 x 10 Mev , and we have not calcul~ed 
O"Exchang e(q) for prim ary energies of 3 ~D 103 , 3 x 104 , or 1 x 10 Mev . 
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o n the Wl.its . 
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E 1 = l. O x 10
1 M ev 
q(Mev/c) u AB (q) u CD(q) u Exch.9.£""l:le (q) 
Z, 5 X 10 -1 9.342 X 10° 5 . 275 X 10• 1 4 .566 X 10° 
5.0 8.710 X 101 Z.619 X 10° 1.743 X 10 1 
7.5 1.848 X 102 5.216 2. 387 
1. 0 X 10 0 Z.534 7.856 2.307 
Z.5 Z.37Z 1.735 X 10 1 2.079 
5. 0 8.537 X 101 1.850 1. 163 
7.5 2.977 1. 592 7.034 X 10° 
l.Ox10Z 
r. 
8.399 X lOu 1. 317 3. 169 
' ' 1 E 1 = 3.0x 10 Mev 
q(l\:ev /c) u AB (q) u CD(q) G" bxchan~e (q) 
5. 0 X 10 -Z 3.862 X 10- 1 4.727 X 10- Z 3. 14 1 X 10 ·1 
7.5 6.547 X 10° 3.900 X 10• 1 2.858 X 10 0 
1. 0 X 10 -1 2.352 X 10 1 9.089 6 . 892 
2. 5 3.559 X 10 2 5. 119 X 10 0 3. 303 X 101 
5.0 1.360 X 103 1. 430 X 10 1 4 . 858 
7.5 Z.Z93 2.452 4 . 891 
1. 0 X 10 0 2.905 3.449 5. 037 
2..5 2 . 7!37 6.767 2. . 890 
5.0 1.579 7. 385 1. 381 
~ 
7.5 8 . 718 X 102 6 . 868 1. 075 
1. 0 X 10 1 5.666 6. 057 9 . 990 :::i: 10 0 
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E 1 = 1. 0 x 10
2 Mev 
q (Mev/c) cr A i3 (q) <T CD(q) c; Exchru'lse (q) 
2 . 5 X 10 -z 1. 11 0 X 10 1 5.532 X 10- 1 ~ K 9TO X 10° 
5. 0 1. 323 X 10 2 2.576 X 10 0 1. 3 61 X 10 1 
7 . 5 3. 877 5 .005 3 .206 
1. 0 X 10 -1 7. 598 7.657 4 . 203 
2.5 4.644 X 103 Z.61 6 X 10 1 5 . 507 
5. 0 1. 391 X 104 6. 4 13 9 . 237 
7.5 2. 207 1. 065 X }02. 1. 461 X 102 
1. 0 X 10 0 2. 716 1. 492 1. 88 2 
2.5 2. "1 17 2.966 2 .429 
5. 0 1. 41 6 3. 165 2 . 023 
7 .5 1. 0 0 2 Z.832 7 . 154 X ! 0 1 
1. 0 X 10 1 7 . 61 0 X 103 2.318 5 . 472 
E l = 3. 0 x 102 Mev 
q (Mev/c) r,·AB(q) o·CD(q) (J bxchaK11~e (q) 
5. 0 x 10- 3 3. 944 X 10• 1 4 .769 X 10- 2 2.999 ~ 10 - 1 
7 .5 6. 690 X 10° 3. 924 X 10-l 2 .770 xlO 0 
1. 0 X 10 -z 2. 418 X 10 1 9 . 127 6 . 698 
2.5 3. 9 19 X 10 2 4 . 995 :.t 10 i) 3. 207 X 10 1 
~ 1 5. 0 1. 840 X 10 ""' 1. 328 :: 10 5. 125 
7 . 5 4 . 03 3 2.244 5 . 457 
1. 0 X } Q -1 6 . 9U~} 3.216 5 . 95 3 
2.5 3.36 1 X 104 9 . 6 11 1. 393 1 ")2. X '-
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E 1 = 3 . 0 x 10
2 M e v (Cont' d ) 
q (Mev/c ) dD~ B (q ) c-CD(q ) G' bxchoKn~Oe ( q ) 
5. 0 8. 504 2 . 098 X 102 3. 561 
7.5 1. 226 X 105 3.198 5.740 
1. 0 X 10 0 1. 426 4.296 7. 331 
2. . 5 1 . 440 8 .225 1. 138 X 10 3 
5.0 9.062 X 104 1. 013 X 10 3 1. 049 
7 . 5 6. 387 1. 0 18 7. 136 X 10 2 
1. 0 X 10 1 4 . 305 9 . Zll ::c 10 2 6 . 699 
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':\ E1 = 1. 0 x 1 0 ~ Mev 
q(:Mev/c} c-AB (q ) f1CD(q) cr Exchanse (q) 
2. 5 X 10 - 3 1. 176 X 10 1 5 .524 X 10• 1 4.200 X 10 ° 
5.0 1. 391 X 10 2 2.586 X 10° 1. 942 x 101 
7.5 4 . 071 5. 01 2 4 . 07 1 
1. 0 X JQ - 2 8 . 011 7.660 4.355 
2.5 5 .18 1 X 103 2.569 X 10 1 5 .779 
5 . 0 1. 828 X 104 5.883 8 . 63 1 
7. 5 3. 6 10 9 . 286 1.304 X 102 
1 -1 
-. 0 X 10 5.683 1. 270 X 10 2 1. 841 
2. 5 2. 005 X 105 3 . 121 5.916 
~ 
5 . 0 4 .1 35 5.468 1. 406 X 10.:, 
7 . 5 5 . 498 7. 137 2. 165 
1. 0 X 10 0 6 . 390 8 .592 2.957 
2 . 5 6 . 803 1 . 448 X 10 3 4.666 
5 . 0 .tl . 529 2. 069 4 . 361 
7 . 5 3.318 2 . 798 4. 192. 
1. 0 X 10 1 2 . 64 1 2. 346 3. 321 
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... 
E l = 3. 0 x 10 _, M ev 
q (Mev/c) (jAB (q ) 
S . O x 10 - 4 5. 931 X 10 -l 
7 . 5 9.753 X 10° 
- ~ l.Ox 10""' 3.330 X 10 1 
2. 5 5 . 495 X 10z 
5. 0 2 .432 X l J;; 
7 .5 5. 534 
l.O x l0- 2 9 .271 
2 . 5 4 . 435 Ll. X 10* 
5 . 0 1. 175 :t 10 5 
7.5 1. 976 
1. 0 X 10 - 1 7..807 
2. 5 7. 6 t.!6 
5 . 0 1. 454 X 106 
7.5 1. 945 
1. Q X 10 0 z. z .. ~o 
2.5 1. 8 24 
5.0 1. 694 
7 . 5 1. 401 
1. 0 X 10 1 8 . 732 X 10 5 
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E 1 = 1. 0 x 1 o
4 
::Viev 
q(Mev/c} u AB(q) uCD(q) cr Exchanse (q) 
- 4 
I 
X 10-l X 101 2. 5 X 10 - 3.2.89 x 1o1 4.302 1.770 
X 102 X 10° 
, 
5.0 4.657 2.904 9.293 
7. 5 1. 436 X 103 5. 193 1. 364 X 102 
1. 0 X 10-3 2.464 8.165 1. 731 
2..5 1.654 X 104 2.638 X 101 2.643 
5. 0 4.455 5.719 3. 372. 
7.5 9 .664 8.587 5.61 0 
1. 0 X 10 -2 1. 2.84 X 105 1. 190 X 102 7 . 494 
2..5 3.244 2..946 9.973 
5.0 5.022 4.881 1. 347 X 10 3 
7.5 8.740 6.584 2.441 
1. 0 X 10 -1 1. 179 X 106 7.302. 3.578 
2.5 2..536 1. 197 X 103 5. 971 
5.0 4.2.63 1. 660 1.204 X 1M4~ 
7.5 5. 15 3 l. 983 1. 448 
1. 0 X 10 0 5.947 1. 931 2. 104 
2..5 6.798 2.706 2.830 
5.0 5. 278 3.451 2.768 
7 .5 2.91 3 2.82.1 1.970 
1. 0 X 10 1 2.554 2.670 1.778 
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E 1 = 7: . 0xl0
4 M ev 
qEk~ev/c F cr AB(q) 
r -5 5. ox lu l. 324 X 10° 
7.5 1 . 9 88 X !Jl 
l. G x 10 - 4 4 . 648 
2.5 1. 075 X 10 2 
5. 0 2.252. X }0.:> 
7.5 1. 189 X 104 
1. 0 X } 0 - 3 3. 216 
2 . 5 8.873 
5. 0 2 . 698 X 105 
7.5 3. 563 
1. 0 :-:.rl O - 2. 5 . 554 
2 . 5 1. 403 X 106 
5 . 0 2.451 
7. 5 3. 105 
l.Oxl0 - 1 <1. 7 35 
2.5 5 . 65 2. 
5 . 0 1. 051 :' 10 7 
7 . 5 1. 175 
1. 0 X 10 0 1. 300 
2. .5 1 . 545 
5. 0 1. 402 
7 . 5 7 . '139 X 106 
1. 0 X 10 1 6 . 778 :t 10 6 
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5 E 1 = 1 . 0 x 1 0 Mev 
q(Mev/c) crAB (q) cr CD(q) 
2.5x1o·5 2.658 X 10 1 1.595 X 10• 1 
5.0 6. 028 8.969 
7 .5 9 .033 1. 660 X 10° 
l.Ox 10- 4 1.204 X 102 2.569 
2. 5 3.015 8.460 
5.0 7.200 X 103 1.566 1" 1 X v 
7.5 3.799 X 104 6.714 
1. 0 X }0 -3 2.259 X 105 1.190 ~t 10 2 
2. 5 4 .643 3.1 34 
5.0 1. 186 X 106 3.172 
7.5 1.900 4. 137 
1. 0 X 10 - 2 3.360 5.20 3 
2. 5 6.714 7 . 877 
5.0 1. 198 X 107 1. 032 X 10 3 
7. 5 1.364 1. 393 
1. 0 X 10 -1 1 . 786 1. 419 
2.5 z. 153 1. 648 
5.0 2.305 2. 18 1 
7.5 2.622 2. 348 
1. 0 X 10 0 2.068 2. 035 
2.5 1.749 1. 953 
5. 0 1. 472 2.909 
7. 5 1. 196 3.124 




Nu:;:nerical Results for u 
We i..&t roduce the notatio>A 
2 2 2 
Ci AB = z a r 0 
2 z z 
C1' = ~ Cll ro Non-exchange 
These th r e e e xprea s ions rep resent, respectively, the non -exch an;;;e 
contribution fror.n diagramo a and b , t h e t otal non-exch ange cor:-..tri-
bu.tion, and the total contrib ution includin3 eD~cha::lgeK 
On t h e follow ing p a ges we t a bulat e t he numerical results for 
these t erms for various valu e s of E 1 and z*. '";j c tabulate the com -
b ination u/ z 2c/'r 0 
2
, whic h i s d im e nsionl ess and does n ot depend Ol"l 
the c h oice of tu'li tB •. The z = 0 cas e on t h e followint; pa g e s is the 
unacreel'!e d c a3e . 
* As noted in Appen dix F' , u.AB (q ) i s the do minat ing term at h igh 
e n ergieo . F or. .t h at reaoon we h ave not calculated l"kon-exchalDl~D~D e 
for p rimary enertJ i es of 3 x 1 o3 o r 3 x to4 fv:~evK and we have no~ 
c a lculated u~! t , for e nerg ies of 3 ::t 103, 3 x 104, or 1 x 10S Mev. 0 O..t. 
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1 E 1 = 1. 0 x 1 0 Mev 
z I z z z 0 AB z o. rO I z 2 2 c. z a r Non-Ex. 0 I z 2 2 c;Total z o. r 0 
0 1.190 X 10° . J. 244 X 10° 1.070 X 10 ° 
6 1.183 1.242 1. 070 
13 1.187 1. 242 1. 069 
26 1.186 1. 240 1.068 
33 1. 186 1.240 1. 068 
47 1.185 1. 239 1. 067 
56 1.184 1. 238 1. 067 
67 1. 1B3 1.2.37 1. 066 
78 1. 183 1. 237 1. 066 
I 
80 L l 83 1. 236 1. 066 
8Z 1. 183 1. 236 1. 066 
r' 'J 0 10 1 M 
..c.,1 = ""· x .. .1.ev 
2 z z 2 z 2 I 2 2 z z cr A:r/ z o. r 0 0 No n - Ex.fz 0 r o a T otal z o. r 0 
0 5.954 X 10° 6.049 X 10° 5 .798 X 10° 
6 5.933 6.027 5.779 
13 5 . 921 6. 014 5 . 768 
26 5.903 5. 997 5.753 
33 5.896 5.989 5.747 
47 5 . 88 3 5.976 5.735 
56 5. 876 5.969 5 . 729 
67 s.e6e 5. 960 5. 722 
73 5 . 860 5 .953 5.715 
80 5 . 859 5.952 5 . 714 
8 2 5.358 5 . 950 5 . 713 
-1 09 -
2 E 1 = 1. 0 x 1 o Mev 
a A B/z 
2. 2 2 
a /z 2 2 2 0 Tota/z 
2 2 2 
z a ro (1 ro a ro Non - Ex . 
0 2. 009 X 101 2.023 X 101 1.989 X 10 1 
6 1. 989 2.004 I. 97 1 
13 1. 980 1. 994 1. 962 
26 1. 968 1. 982 1. 951 
33 1. 962 1. 9 77 1.947 
47 1. 954 1. 968 1. 939 
56 1. 950 1. 964 1. 935 
67 1. 945 1. CJ59 1. 930 
78 1. 9 <-~M 1. 954 1. 9 26 
8 0 1. 940 1. 95.!..': 1. 925 
82 1. 939 1. 953 1. 924 
E 1 = 3 . 0 :1: 10
2 Me v 
0 Ar/z 
2 2 2 
cr!'> E / z 
2 2. 2 
O'Tota/z 
2 2 2 
z o. ~"o 0. ro n ro •,on- x . 
0 4 .398 X 101 "-.1. 416 X 10 1 4 . 373 X 101 
6 4 . 297 4. 314 4.278 
13 it~ K 256 4 .276o 4 . 237 
26 4 .211 4 . 2Z8 ~K 195 
33 4 . 19 4 4 . 210 <:L 173 
47 "}. 165 4 .13 2 4 . 15 3 
56 4.152 4.16G L.!:.l 38 
67 ~K! K 136 t.J: . 152 ".l: . 121 
73 4 .12 1 4 .1 37 ~g: K 107 
30 4 .118 4.1 34 4. 104 




























E 1 = 1. 0 x 1 0 .Mev 
. I 2 2 z 
a AB z C1 r 0 I z 2 2 0 N E z n r O on - x. 
8 . 024 X 10 1 8 .042 
7 . 487 7. 502 
7 . 364 7. 379 
7 . 234 7. 248 
7. 181 7.195 
7. 094 7.108 
7.052 7 .066 
7.008 7 .021 
6 . 968 6.982 
6.962 6 . 975 
6.955 6 . 969 
E 1 = 3 . 0 x 1 0 
3 Mev 
2 z 2 
0 AB/z C1 rO 




0 . 997 
0 . 979 
0 . 970 
0.960 
0 . 952 
0 . 950 
0. 949 
X 101 
2 2. 2 
0 Tota/ z n r 0 
7 . 987 X 101 
7.464 
7.346 
7 . 214 
7. 164 




6 . 943 

























4 E 1 = 1. 0 x 1 0 ·.Mev 
/ 22 2 ;22 2 222 6 AB z a. ro 0 Non-Ex. z a. ro 0 Total/z a. r o 
1. 954 X 102 1.956 
1. 336 1. 337 
1.2.58 1.259 
1.188 1. 189 
1. 163 1.164 
1. 127 1.128 
1.109 1. 110 
1. 0 91 1. 09 1 
1. 075 1. 076 
1. 072 1. 073 
1. 070 1. 070 
E 1 = 3 . 0 x 1 0 
4 Mev 
2. 2 2 
0 A I/z c. rO 























E 1 = 1. 0 x 10
5 Mev 
z I 2 2 2 0 AB z a. ro 2 z 2 a ~ /z a. r Non-.u.x . 0 
0 3.840 X 102 3. 842 X 102 
6 1. 9 15 1. 916 
13 1. 728 1. 728 
26 1. 565 1.566 
33 1. 514 1. 5 15 
47 1. 434 1. 435 
56 1. 395 1. 395 
67 1.356 1.356 
78 1. 32Z 1. 322 
80 1. 317 l. Zl7 
8 2 1.311 l. 312 
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